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Why I Write 2021-01-01

george orwell set out to make political writing into an art and to a wide
extent this aim shaped the future of english literature his descriptions of
authoritarian regimes helped to form a new vocabulary that is fundamental to
understanding totalitarianism while 1984 and animal farm are amongst the most
popular classic novels in the english language this new series of orwell s
essays seeks to bring a wider selection of his writing on politics and
literature to a new readership in why i write the first in the orwell s
essays series orwell describes his journey to becoming a writer and his
movement from writing poems to short stories to the essays fiction and non
fiction we remember him for he also discusses what he sees as the four great
motives for writing sheer egoism aesthetic enthusiasm historical impulse and
political purpose and considers the importance of keeping these in balance
why i write is a unique opportunity to look into orwell s mind and it grants
the reader an entirely different vantage point from which to consider the
rest of the great writer s oeuvre a writer who can and must be rediscovered
with every age irish times

Dear Ally, How Do I Write a Book? 2019-04-04

problem plot lines character chaos ask ally the definitive guide to writing
from one of teen fiction s best loved authors writing finally has its own
agony aunt in bestselling author ally carter always wanted to write not sure
how to begin or what to do with tricky characters or pesky plotlines ask ally
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ally carter is the internationally bestselling author of gallagher girls
embassy row and heist society known for her gripping plots and adventures
that combine danger and glamour in equal measure ally knows how to write
brilliant books for teen and ya readers now ally and her author friends want
to help you write the book you ve always dreamed of part agony aunt part
writing guru this writing guide is thoughtful witty and best of all useful
with advice from some of children s fiction s brightest stars including holly
black cassandra clare and kody keplinger

The Authentic Swing 2013-09-24

the story behind the legend of bagger vance if you ve read his books the war
of art and turning pro you know that for thirty years steven pressfield gates
of fire the afghan campaign etc wrote spec novel after spec novel before any
publisher took him seriously how did he finally break through ignoring just
about every rule of commercial book publishing pressfield s first novel not
only became a major bestseller over 250 000 copies sold it was adapted into a
feature film directed by robert redford and starring matt damon will smith
and charlize theron where did he get the idea what magical something did the
legend of bagger vance have that his previous manuscripts lacked why did
pressfield decide to write a novel when he already had a well established
screenwriting career how does writing a publishable novel really work taking
a page from john steinbeck s classic journal of a novel steven pressfield
offers answers for these and scores of other practical writing questions in
the authentic swing
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Liberty Fallen 2015-09-15

the unprecedented election of niles larsson to the office of the president of
the united states brings hope of change not only to the office of the
president but also to the country and the world the hope of the
implementation of the cornerstone of his campaign the open spaces treaty
however soon after he takes office it becomes clear that niles intends to
implement ost with or without the approval of congress as the battle between
the president and congress escalates niles shows that he is willing to use
the power of the presidency to defeat those who stand in his way with each
unprecedented use of power the country spirals closer and closer to the
unthinkable a second civil war

Write This Book 2013-04-02

this imaginative companion to the new york times bestselling secret series
teases prompts and leads readers through the steps of writing a story bosch s
signature rip roaring voice delivers an engaging narrative for the reader to
help complete and interactive puzzles and games readers get the chance to
create their own story while enjoying a satisfying mystery as well here s a
note from our fearless author i feared this might happen i knew reading was a
dangerous business but now it s not safe for writers either you see the
author of this book is missing well maybe not missing a certain author whom i
won t name okay me has abandoned his book and has left his readers hanging
out to dry this is a crime i admit but there it is most of this book well i
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just haven t written it and i m not going to either why oh i have my reasons
big grown up author reasons unfortunately i can t reveal them yet let s just
say a life is at stake mine and leave it at that so will you do it pretty
please you ll do it thank you but please hurry time is of the essence and you
can t wait any longer you must write this book

Several Short Sentences About Writing 2012-08-07

most of what you think you know about writing is useless it s the harmful
debris of your education a mixture of half truths myths and false assumptions
that prevents you from writing well drawing on years of experience as a
writer and teacher of writing verlyn klinkenborg offers an approach to
writing that will change the way you work and think there is no gospel no
orthodoxy no dogma in this book what you ll find here isn t the way to write
instead you ll find a way to clear your mind of illusions about writing and
discover how you write several short sentences about writing is a book of
first steps and experiments they will revolutionize the way you think and
perceive and they will change forever the sense of your own authority as a
writer this is a book full of learning but it s also a book full of
unlearning a way to recover the vivid rhythmic poetic sense of language you
once possessed an indispensable and unique book that will give you a clear
understanding of how to think about what you do when you write and how to
improve the quality of your writing
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Why We Write 2013-01-29

twenty of america s bestselling authors share tricks tips and secrets of the
successful writing life anyone who s ever sat down to write a novel or even a
story knows how exhilarating and heartbreaking writing can be so what makes
writers stick with it in why we write twenty well known authors candidly
share what keeps them going and what they love most and least about their
vocation contributing authors include isabel allende david baldacci jennifer
egan james frey sue grafton sara gruen kathryn harrison gish jen sebastian
junger mary karr michael lewis armistead maupin terry mcmillan rick moody
walter mosley susan orlean ann patchett jodi picoult jane smiley meg wolitzer

Visa, Stickers and Other Matters of the Soul
2014-12-04

thus it was that as i rocked my little baby to sleep i often wondered what i
should give her a mind conditioned towards the accepted societal concept of
god or a blank mind that would make its own opinions once older one of the
major concerns of indian parents is how best to pass on to their children the
time honoured traditions of indian culture and spirituality even as they try
to raise global citizens visa stickers and other matters of the soul is a
delightful and endearing account of a young mother s experiments with raising
her daughter in the indian spiritual way while living in atheist china as she
begins to educate her daughter she is surprised by her daughter s sense of
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understanding and realizes that parenting is her biggest life lesson with her
daughter as her teacher

Eye Can Write 2018-07-12

can you imagine not being able to speak or communicate the silence the
loneliness the pain but inside you disappear to magical places and even meet
your best friend there however most of the time you remain imprisoned within
the isolation waiting longing hoping until someone realises your potential
and discovers your key so your unlocking can begin now you are free flying
like a wild bird in the open sky a voice for the voiceless jonathan bryan has
severe cerebral palsy a condition that makes him incapable of voluntary
movement or speech he was locked inside his own mind aware of the outside
world but unable to fully communicate with it until he found a way by using
his eyes to laboriously choose individual letters and through this make his
thoughts known in eye can write we read of his intense passion for life his
mischievous sense of fun his hopes his fears and what it s like to be him
this is a powerful book from an incredible young writer whose writing ability
defies age or physical disability a truly inspirational figure foreword by
sir michael morpurgo a portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book
will be donated to jonathan bryan s charity teach us too teachustoo org uk
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Wait, How Do I Write This Email? 2016-10-15

ever struggle with an email to network or find a job help has arrived in his
new book wait how do i write this email communications expert danny rubin
provides 100 game changing templates for networking the job search and
linkedin as well the book teaches people how to harness the power of
storytelling and build relationships that last

How to Write a Novel 2019-10-15

author and former literary agent nathan bransford shares his secrets for
creating killer plots fleshing out your first ideas crafting compelling
characters and staying sane in the process read the guide that new york times
bestselling author ransom riggs called the best how to write a novel book i
ve read

OBSERVE to UNMASK 2020-07-28

readers favorite 5 star review observe to unmask 100 small things to know
people better by pushpendra mehta is a tidy little book with big helpful
insights into the human heart and psyche pushpendra mehta has written a must
read book for anyone on a quest to understand people better including
themselves and benefit from these insights for a happier and more fulfilling
life read this book and learn from one of the best stacey chillemi founder of
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the complete herbal guide writer huff post and thrive global pushpendra mehta
writer marketer and mentor has been an observer of human behavior all his
life inspired by sir arthur conan doyle s memorable fictional detective
character sherlock holmes pushpendra realized people drop subtle clues to
their true nature which is often hidden behind masks the more he watched and
studied the better able he was to discern who people truly were in 2019 he
answered a question what small thing can tell you a lot about a person that
was posted on quora a popular question and answer website his answer received
over 1 million views this unexpected response led him to write observe to
unmask in which he explains what we can learn about people based on their
conversations including social media posts interests behavior emotions
thoughts and more packed with intriguing insights observe to unmask is useful
in understanding not only the people in our personal and professional lives
but can act as a guide for self reflection and improvement short and easy to
read it is a book you will turn to again and again always finding something
new and worthwhile observe to unmask will sharpen your ability to draw
conclusions quickly and accurately from the smallest observations it will
help you develop positive relationships or harmonious associations that work
for you and make you happier assist you in comprehending an individual s
backstory prevent you from being exploited abused manipulated or lied to aid
you in distancing yourself from negative or toxic people or avoiding them as
much as possible
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How the Hell Do You Write a Book? 2023-05-25

this book breaks down years of experience writing and self publishing sharing
everything you need to write your own life changing nonfiction book

Write! Write! Write! 2020-09-01

a ncte notable poetry book twenty two poems capture the amazing power of
writing and will inspire even the most reluctant writer to begin putting
words to paper write write write is a poetry collection that explores every
stage and every aspect of the writing process from learning the alphabet to
the thrilling moment of writing a thought for the first time from writer s
block to finding inspiration and from revision to stapling your finished work
into a book these poems also celebrate how writing teaches patience helps
express opinions and allows us to imagine the impossible this book brimming
with imagination and wonder will leave readers eager to grab a pen pencil or
keyboard and write

The Broken Kingdoms 2010-11-03

a man with no memory of his past and a struggling blind street artist will
face off against the will of the gods as the secrets of this stranger s past
are revealed in the sequel to the hundred thousand kingdoms the debut novel
of nyt bestselling author n k jemisin in the city of shadow beneath the world
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tree alleyways shimmer with magic and godlings live hidden among mortalkind
oree shoth a blind artist takes in a strange homeless man on an impulse this
act of kindness engulfs oree in a nightmarish conspiracy someone somehow is
murdering godlings leaving their desecrated bodies all over the city and oree
s guest is at the heart of it

You Must Write a Book 2023-02-15

the single best tool every entrepreneur needs to build boost and grow their
business authority and credibility brand recognition the ultimate business
card

The Scribe Method 2021-04-15

ready to write your book so why haven t you done it yet if you re like most
nonfiction authors fears are holding you back sound familiar is my idea good
enough how do i structure a book what exactly are the steps to write it how
do i stay motivated what if i actually finish it and it s bad worst of all
what if i publish it and no one cares how do i know if i m even doing the
right things the truth is writing a book can be scary and overwhelming but it
doesn t have to be there s a way to know you re on the right path and taking
the right steps how by using a method that s been validated with thousands of
other authors just like you in fact it s the same exact process used to
produce dozens of big bestsellers including david goggins s can t hurt me
tiffany haddish s the last black unicorn and joey coleman s never lose a
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customer again the scribe method is the tested and proven process that will
help you navigate the entire book writing process from start to finish the
right way written by 4x new york times bestselling author tucker max and
publishing expert zach obront you ll learn the step by step method that has
helped over 1 500 authors write and publish their books now a wall street
journal bestseller itself the scribe method is specifically designed for
business leaders personal development gurus entrepreneurs and any expert in
their field who has accumulated years of hard won knowledge and wants to put
it out into the world forget the rest of the books written by pretenders this
is the ultimate resource for anyone who wants to professionally write a great
nonfiction book

The Heart and Other Monsters 2020-07-07

impossible to put down it haunts me still alex marzano lesnevich author of
the fact of a body a murder and a memoir a riveting deeply personal
exploration of the opioid crisis an empathic memoir infused with hints of
true crime in november 2013 rose andersen s younger sister sarah died of an
overdose in the bathroom of her boyfriend s home in a small town with one of
the highest rates of opioid use in the state like too many of her generation
she had become addicted to heroin sarah was 24 years old to imagine her way
into sarah s life rose revisits their volatile childhood marked by their
stepfather s omnipresent rage and their father s pathological lying as the
dysfunction comes into focus so does a broader picture of the opioid crisis
and the drug rehabilitation industry in small towns across america and when
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rose learns from the coroner that sarah s cause of death was a
methamphetamine overdose the story takes a wildly unexpected turn as andersen
sifts through her sister s last days we come to recognize the contours of
grief and its aftermath the psychic shattering which can turn to anger the
pursuit of an ever elusive verdict and the intensely personal rites of
imagination and art needed to actually move on reminiscent of alex marzano
lesnevich s the fact of a body maggie nelson s jane a murder and lacy m
johnson s the other side andersen s debut is a potent profoundly original
journey into and out of loss

The Prince and the Nun (Large Print 16pt)
2015-02-01

reviews i wouldn t hesitate to recommend this book you will need to keep an
open mind when reading this story about a group of nuns who become
prostitutes this book is one of the more controversial erotic novels i ve
read recently the prince and the nun offers another outlook on the oldest
profession with a twist although at times prince mefist and his sister wanda
are blase about what is forced on these nuns i still found this story kept me
interested to discover the fate of these women it was well written and it
displayed emotional depth and character development as well as the differing
viewpoints of the various characters the author does not intentionally set
out to titillate her readers the prince and the nun is interesting and there
are some very hot moments in the book with some very tasteful scenes the
premise offered here is that this may be a situation borne out of the
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necessity of war these women simply have no other choice aggie tsirikas
justeroticromancereviews com the prince and the nun is the finest thing i
have read combining history characterization erotica believable erotica in
decades the characters are fine the plot is excellent the good guys
believable without being insipid the bad guys abominable without being
demonic the story line gives insight into aspects of the period i had never
known before and hardly suspected higher praise i don t think i could find
for a literary work jane gallion literary editor renaissance ebooks wow talk
about breaking some taboos i found the story to be engaging the characters
well rounded and the dialogue believable i was pleasantly surprised to find
that there was honest humor in these pages as well as sex scenes that are
just the right touch of spice that i enjoy it was fascinating to view these
experiences from the eyes of therese and the other nuns i especially enjoyed
the character of captain prince franz mefist the adjutant of the army brigade
that occupies the castle it is he who gives therese the ultimatum and he who
supervises the nuns training as the officers girls he is aristocratic with an
air of privilege that brooks no compromise yet is kind and sympathetic to
their plight even as he gives them no room to refuse as the nuns enter their
new profession they learn several things there are many wonderful scenes
involving their enlightenment but i won t spoil the fun by divulging
everything here suffice to say that i recommend that you go read the book
jacqueline has done a bang up job and i hope you all enjoy it
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Air & Light & Time & Space 2017-04-17

from the author of stylish academic writing comes an essential new guide for
writers aspiring to become more productive and take greater pleasure in their
craft helen sword interviewed 100 academics worldwide about their writing
background and practices and shows how they find or create the conditions to
get their writing done

Black Iron 2018

it s 1855 but not as we know it the schism between the one true french
catholic church and the heretical italian catholic church has stoked three
centuries of conflict imploding the dream of european ascendancy thousands
flee the spanish inquisition for havens in germany france britain and the
colonies of the new world the face and character of london has been indelibly
altered by generations of refugees tasked with keeping order and preserving
the ecumenical vision of the holy french catholic church in the face of
throngs clamoring for traditional british values the london police find
themselves in an awkward position and nobody is quite sure how to deal with
the technological innovation of animates mindless laborers crafted from the
body parts of the dead a murderous plot with far reaching implications casts
a city torn between renaissance and tyranny as the unwitting catalyst for
unspeakable global calamity the fate of this world lies as it often does in
the hands of a motley and disparate crew brought together by inglorious
serendipity ironworks and iron fists will take london and the old world with
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it to the cutting edge of a treacherous new century

The Dreaming Kind 2021-05-30

a collection of short stories by acclaimed science fiction and fantasy author
c s friedman

Unseen City 2020

unseen city is a multi generational portrait of new york and the unexpected
connections between a lonely brooklyn librarian a widower returning to his
roots and a ghost still lingering in a home that was once part of an activist
founded farming settlement

All Groan Up 2015-04-21

all groan up searching for self faith and a freaking job is the story of the
geny millennial generation told through the individual story of author paul
angone it s a story of struggle hope failure and doubts in the twilight zone
of growing up and being grown connecting with his twentysomething post
college audience with raw honesty humor and hope
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Revelation 1999-01-01

the final book of the bible revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of
mankind in a series of allegorical visions grisly images and numerological
predictions according to these empires will fall the beast will be destroyed
and christ will rule a new jerusalem with an introduction by will self

How to Read a Book 2014-09-30

investigates the art of reading by examining each aspect of reading problems
encountered and tells how to combat them

She Takes on the World 2012

this is a book full of tips tricks and resources for women who are either
working as business owners or thinking of starting up their own business
natalie shares things that work for her and stories from other successful
women entrepreneurs as well

Writing with the Master 2014-02-04

with seven unpublished novels wasting away on his hard drive tony
vanderwarker is astonished when john grisham offers to take him under his
wing and teach him the secrets of thriller writing the beginning and the end
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are easy grisham tells him it s the three hundred pages in the middle that s
the hard part to ensure his plot doesn t run out of gas grisham puts tony
though his outline process tony does one and then grisham asks for another
and another and another as they work together grisham reveals the techniques
that have helped him create compelling bestsellers for more than two decades
for instance you ve got to hook your reader in the first forty pages or you
ll lose them after a year of constructing outlines grisham finally gives tony
the go ahead to start writing writing with the master immerses the reader in
the creative process as tony struggles to produce a successful thriller it s
a roller coaster ride sometimes hilarious and often full of ups and downs
grisham s critiques and margin notes to tony reveal his nimble imagination
and plot development genius for grisham fans vanderwarker s memoir pulls back
the curtain on his writing secrets and for aspiring writers it s a master
class in thriller writing in the end tony resolves to take grisham s
teachings to heart and eventually decides to write what he thinks he was
meant to a book about the creative process and his incredible two years
working with john grisham

Anyone Can Write 2017-06-28

offers writing exercises for people who are interested in writing articles
poetry and stories
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Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks
2009-01-20

this book provides you with all the tools you need to write an excellent
academic article and get it published

My [Secret] YouTube Life 2018-08-09

what if your favourite youtuber s life was a lie what if you were the one to
expose it youtuber lilyloves has an amazing life a rockstar boyfriend a
totally insta worthy london flat and a collection of beauty products that
seems to grow daily thanks po box sixteen year old melissa s life is way less
amazing lilyloves is the only thing getting her through it she s lily s
biggest fan and spends hours each night watching her videos and liking her
posts melissa wants that life for herself or at least to look like she has it
as melissa starts to grow in confidence and followers she discovers a
crushing secret about lily the ultimate youtube lie does she share lily s
secret and crush her fame or will they both continue to live a lie both
online and off my secret youtube life is the addictive debut novel from
charlotte seager
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How Do I Write My Life Story? 2018-01-30

how do i write my life story is the ideal reference guide for anybody wanting
to write their life story it doesn t matter what stage you re at or how
little writing experience you have by using the information and tips provided
in this book you will be able to write your own autobiography

Great North Road 2013-01-01

named one of the best books of the year by publishers weekly new york times
bestselling author peter f hamilton s riveting new thriller combines the nail
biting suspense of a serial killer investigation with clear eyed scientific
and social extrapolation to create a future that seems not merely plausible
but inevitable a century from now thanks to a technology allowing
instantaneous travel across light years humanity has solved its energy
shortages cleaned up the environment and created far flung colony worlds the
keys to this empire belong to the powerful north family composed of
successive generations of clones yet these clones are not identical for one
thing genetic errors have crept in with each generation for another the
original three clone brothers have gone their separate ways and the branches
of the family are now friendly rivals more than allies or maybe not so
friendly at least that s what the murder of a north clone in the english city
of newcastle suggests to detective sidney hurst sid is a solid investigator
who d like nothing better than to hand off this hot potato of a case the way
he figures it whether he solves the crime or not he ll make enough enemies to
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ruin his career yet sid s case is about to take an unexpected turn because
the circumstances of the murder bear an uncanny resemblance to a killing that
took place years ago on the planet st libra where a north clone and his
entire household were slaughtered in cold blood the convicted slayer angela
tramelo has always claimed her innocence and now it seems she may have been
right because only the st libra killer could have committed the newcastle
crime problem is angela also claims that the murderer was an alien monster
now sid must navigate through a byzantine minefield of competing interests
within the police department and the world s political and economic elite all
the while hunting down a brutal killer poised to strike again and on st libra
angela newly released from prison joins a mission to hunt down the elusive
alien only to learn that the line between hunter and hunted is a thin one
bonus this edition includes an excerpt from peter f hamilton s the abyss
beyond dreams praise for great north road a mesmerizing page turner
publishers weekly starred review a gripping saga that blends wilderness
survival police procedural political and social intrigue and dynastic sf into
a mammoth tale featuring believable characters and exceptionally skilled
storytelling library journal starred review a perfect introduction to
hamilton s gifts for character design dialogue and sheer big idea driven
storytelling booklist starred review compelling and original an awesome novel
with plenty of action sfrevu one very compelling and entertaining science
fiction novel sf site simply brilliant an astonishing achievement tor com
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Why do We Write as We Write? Paradigms, Power,
Poetics, Praxis 2019-01-04

this volume was first published by inter disciplinary press in 2013 why what
is motivating us what are the outcomes of our writing experiences how to
improve them how to enable and empower young writers students or independent
artists to write more and better what are the challenges the activity of
writing has been observed in this ebook from mainly two different
perspectives writing self and discovery on a predominantly institutional
level and writing as craft with focus on text and writing practice the
division seems simple but the variety of articles cover a wide range of
subjects within the topic creating interesting overviews writing starts with
writing instruction progresses to discovery of the text and this stage
progresses frequently as shown in the articles as journeys of discovery and
self discovery

The Savior's Sister 2020-09-29

the savior s sister is utterly unputdownable it s compulsive addictive and
mesmerizing if you love romance fantasy and bloodshed ignore your tbr pile
this is the only dark fantasy novel you need sacha black bestselling fantasy
and nonfiction writing craft author in the thrilling companion to one of book
depository s best books of all time experience the peril and heart stopping
romance through leila s fresh perspective leila tūs salvatíraas savior of
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thessen and magical queen of her realm is worshiped by all except her father
he wants her dead the sovereign s tournament a centuries long tradition
designed to select the savior s husband is days away but brontes s plan to
overthrow his daughter ignites shifting the objective of the competition from
marriage to murder with the help of her sisters and some unexpected allies
leila must unravel brontes s network and prevent her own assassination but as
the body count rises she learns the deception runs far deeper than she
imagined when she finds herself falling for one of the tournament competitors
her father finds himself another target for murder can leila save herself and
her beloved or is their untimely end and the corruption of her realm
inevitable trigger warnings this book contains graphic violence sexual
situations physical abuse adult language and references to suicide the savior
s sister is one of those gritty sexy and occasionally violent books you can t
put down i can t wait to see what s next for leila and tobias meg latorre
founder of iwriterly and science fiction and fantasy author

100 Days of Sunlight 2019-08-07

when 16 year old poetry blogger tessa dickinson is involved in a car accident
and loses her eyesight for 100 days she feels like her whole world has been
turned upside down terrified that her vision might never return tessa feels
like she has nothing left to be happy about but when her grandparents place
an ad in the local newspaper looking for a typist to help tessa continue
writing and blogging an unlikely answer knocks at their door weston ludovico
a boy her age with bright eyes an optimistic smile and no legs knowing how
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angry and afraid tessa is feeling weston thinks he can help her but he has
one condition no one can tell tessa about his disability and because she can
t see him she treats him with contempt screaming at him to get out of her
house and never come back but for weston it s the most amazing feeling to be
treated like a normal person not just a sob story so he comes back again and
again and again tessa spurns weston s obnoxious optimism convinced that he
has no idea what she s going through but weston knows exactly how she feels
and reaches into her darkness to show her that there is more than one way to
experience the world as tessa grows closer to weston she finds it harder and
harder to imagine life without him and weston can t imagine life without her
but he still hasn t told her the truth and when tessa s sight returns he ll
have to make the hardest decision of his life vanish from tessa s world or
overcome his fear of being seen 100 days of sunlight is a poignant and
heartfelt novel by author abbie emmons if you like sweet contemporary romance
and strong family themes then you ll love this touching story of hope healing
and getting back up when life knocks you down

The Prime Minister's Brain 1987

everyone at school is playing the new computer game octopus dare but only
dinah is good enough to beat it as it begins to take hold dinah realizes that
the game is trying to control her but why is it happening and how is the
demon headmaster involved
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2k to 10k 2017-08-21

i loved this book so helpful courtney milan new york times best selling
author of the governess affair have you ever wanted to double your daily word
counts do you feel like you re crawling through your story struggling for
each paragraph would you like to get more words every day without increasing
the time you spend writing or sacrificing quality it s not impossible it s
not even that hard this is the story of how with a few simple changes i
boosted my daily writing from 2000 words to over 10k a day and how you can
too expanding on her highly successful process for doubling daily word counts
this book a combination of reworked blog posts and new material offers
practical writing advice for anyone who s ever longed to increase their daily
writing output in addition to updated information for rachel s popular 2k to
10k writing efficiency process 5 step plotting method and easy editing tips
this new book includes chapters on creating characters that write their own
stories story structure and learning to love your daily writing full of easy
to follow practical advice from a commercial author who doesn t eat if she
doesn t produce good books on a regular basis 2k to 10k focuses not just on
writing faster but writing better and having more fun while you do it new for
fall 2013 this revised edition includes updates and corrections for all
chapters
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On Writing 2014-12

how can i know what i want to do for a living what if what i have been doing
doesn t interest me anymore how can i know if i am good at my job how can i
know if i m bad at it how do i get ahead how can i be more productive how can
i be more creative how can i network if i am an introvert how do i know when
to quit when to walk away when to start over what if i want to take a year
off how can i do what i love dushka zapata cannot answer these questions for
you but she can tell you what she has learned and hope you find it helpful
that s what this book is about

Someone Destroyed My Rocket Ship 2018-05-13
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